KEMPER BENEFITS

Only have 3 solutions to
offer employers?
With Kemper Benefits
you can have 8.

Which would you rather have: 3 solutions or 8?
Many brokers are only aware of 3
solutions to help employees fund their
deductibles
1. Flexible Spending Accounts (FSAs)
2. Health Savings Accounts (HSAs)
3. Health Reimbursement Accounts (HRAs)
While these are viable options, they can still
leave employees with out-of-pocket expenses.
According to recent research, almost threefourths, of employees say it is important their
employers offer voluntary benefits.1

How you can help
Kemper Benefits has 5 additional solutions to
discuss with your clients.

Kemper Benefits has 5 additional
solutions that integrate seamlessly into
an employee benefit strategy
1. Gap Insurance
2. Accident Expense Insurance
3. Hospital Indemnity Insurance
4. Critical Illness Insurance
5. Limited Benefit Medical Insurance

Now there are 8 solutions
With Kemper Benefits, you now have 8
solutions to present to clients and prospects
that previously only had 3.

Make the move—
8 is better than 3!
Visit kemperbenefits.com today, and find
the right solution for your clients’ needs.
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The underwriting company for the Accident Expense, Accident Indemnity, Critical Illness, Dental, Short Term Disability and Whole Life insurance products
is Reserve National Insurance Company, a Kemper Life & Health Company. Kemper Corporation (NYSE:KMPR) is one of the nation’s leading insurers,
with subsidiaries that provide an array of products to the individual and business markets. Kemper underwriting companies are rated “A-” (Excellent)
by A.M Best Company, a leading insurance industry rating authority. Kemper Corporation is not responsible for the products of any of its underwriting
companies. The underwriting company for the Gap, Hospital Indemnity, Limited Medical, and Vision insurance products are Fidelity Security Life
Insurance Company (FSL). FSL is rated “A-” (Excellent) by A.M. Best Company. FSL is not financially affiliated with Kemper Corporation. All products are
subject to the terms, conditions, limitations and exclusions of the specific policy. Product availability may vary by state.©2015. All rights reserved.
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